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Magnetostructural correlations and spin model of„VO…2P2O7
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We report a theoretical density functional analysis of the exchange interactions in (VO)2P2O7 using mo-
lecular fragments. The calculations confirm that the magnetic structure must be decribed on the basis of linear
dimer chains. The strongest exchange interaction is found through O-P-O bridges. The magnitude of the
exchange parameters is governed not only by V-V distance but also by the whole structure along the super-
exchange pathway. The two chains present in the structure of (VO)2P2O7 are magnetically inequivalent. For
the monoclinic phase of (VO)2P2O7, important variations in the calculated parameters for dimers with iden-
tical bridges are observed within one chain. The magnetic structure of this chain should be described not by
two but by three or even four coupling constants.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The vanadium pyrophosphate compou
(VO)2P2O7~VPO! is a low-dimensionalS51/2 Heisenberg
system whose magnetic interaction scheme, described
spin HamiltonianH which may be written as

H5(
i , j

Ji j ~Si•Sj !, ~1!

has been under discussion for more than ten years.1–17 The
crystal structure reveals patterns which are indicative ei
of a spin ladder system, or of an alternating dimer ch
system. Thus, in the structure of the VPO compoun18

shown in Fig. 1, infinite two-leg spin ladders are form
along thea direction by stacked vanadium dimersDO, lying
along theb axis and characterized by di-m-oxo bridges. The
privileged exchange paths in the spin ladder model co
spond to the shortest V-V distances. The dimer chains,
cated along theb axis, result from the alternation of ex
change interactions withinDO dimers and those through th
O-P-O bridges of dimersDOPO.

The spin ladder model, visually more natural than t
dimer chain model, has first prevailed in the analysis of
VPO magnetic properties.1–6 However, it was shown as earl
as 1987 that the magnetic susceptibility data of VPO can
be accurately fitted by the alternating antiferromagne
Heisenberg chain model.1 Although the two models, both
described by two exchange parameters, clearly correspon
different schemes of exchange interactions, it is only rece
when experimental studies such as inelastic neutron sca
ing ~INS!,7,9 ESR,11 31P NMR and high-field magnetizatio
measurements12,13 demonstrated that VPO is a dimer cha
system. Nevertheless, the most intriguing feature of the V
compound remained unexplained: the existence reveale
INS experiments of two excitation gaps with the energ
D1536 K andD2567 K.7,9 The energy spectrum of an a
ternating antiferromagnetic chain should have just one g
This result was confirmed by magnetization and NMR st
ies, and the existence of two gaps were attributed to
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inequivalence of the two types of dimer chains coexisting
VPO.12,13 It has been proposed that the slight differences
the V-V distances between the two chains result in differ
exchange parameters13 ~see Table I!. Recently, it was sug-
gested that VPO can crystallize in two different crystal stru
tures of monoclinic18 and orthorhombic15 symmetries. Two
inequivalent dimer chains are present in both structures.

However, the small differences in the V-V distances
not allow us to assign unambiguously the exchange par
eters to the different chains. Moreover, it is well known th
the exchange coupling parameters between magnetic
linked by indirect exchange interactions depend, not only
the distances between the sites, but also on several fine
tails of the local surrounding. Thus, for a series of hydrox
and alkoxo-bridged Cu~II ! dimers with planar Cu2O2 cores,
quantum chemical calculations based on the density fu
tional theory~DFT! clearly demonstrated the strong depe
dence of the magnetic coupling constant on the Cu-O
bond angle as well as on the out-of-plane shift of the at

FIG. 1. Unit cell of the (VO)2P2O7compound~Ref. 18!. The
space group is the monoclinicP21

one, with a57.28 Å, b
516.59 Å, c59.58 Å, andb589.98°.
©2001 The American Physical Society39-1
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bounded to the bridging oxygen.19 Small differences of a few
degrees in the Cu-O-Cu angle and in the out-of-plane s
can drastically change the exchange parameter values, a
some cases even change its sign. Similar effects were
cently illustrated in the spin-Peierls compound CuGeO3.20

Considering the VPO monoclinic phase structure,18 notice-
able differences in the angular parameters characterizing
exchange pathways ofDO andDOPOdimers can be found no
only between its two structurally inequivalent chains, w
note A and B, but also within each chain. Therefore, if on
wants to amply consider magnetostructural correlations
VPO, two questions immediately arise:~1! How are the ex-
change parameters influenced by small structural differen
in DO or DOPO dimers for two chains or within one chain
~2! Can two spin gaps originate from a single chain if, due
small internal differences, it is described by more than t
coupling parameters? In this paper, we will try to quanti
tively answer both questions on the basis of DFT quant
chemical calculations of exchange parameters. Recent
qualitative analysis of the exchange interactions in VPO
been reported.16 However, it is based on the comparison
monoelectronic energy gaps obtained with the exten
Hückel formalism and does not give access to the excha
parameters.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

In this paper, we consider in details the monoclinic stru
ture of VPO described in Ref. 18. The elementary cell c
tains two DO(DO

X$1,2%) and DOPO(DOPO
X$1,2%) dimers for each

dimer chainX (X5A or B), as shown in Fig. 2~a!.
In addition to the differences in the V-V distances, theDO

and DOPO dimers differ by bond angles characterizing th
exchange pathways, shown in the diagrams of Fig. 2~b!. The
V-V distances and values of selected bond angles are g

TABLE I. Spin gaps~Ref. 9!, exchange parameters~Ref. 13!,
and V-V distances in VPO. The exchange parametersJO andJOPO,
respectively, characterize exchange interactions inDO and DOPO

dimers. (V-V)O and (V-V)OPO correspond to the distances with
the DO andDOPO dimers, respectively. The distances are from
monoclinic structure of Nguyenet al. ~Ref. 18!, the ones in paren-
thesis correspond to the structure of the orthorhombic form rece
evidenced by Hiroiet al. ~Ref. 15!.

Spin gap
~K!

JOPO

~K!a
JO

~K!a
(V-V) O

~Å!
(V-V) OPO

~Å!

36 119 101 3.21~3.18! 5.16 ~5.18!
67 130 90 3.23~3.26! 5.15 ~5.13!

aIt should be stressed here that the values of the coupling pa
etersJO and JOPO given in this table are thereverseof the ones
proposed in Ref. 13. To designate the dimers’ exchange pa
eters, the authors~misleadingly! used the same symbols as in th
INS studies of Garrettet al. ~Ref. 9!; however, attention was no
paid to the fact that the parameters were not associated to the
types of dimers. Hence, the values given here take into accoun
inversion that does not affect the physical significance of the
sults reported in Ref. 13.
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in Tables II and III for theDO and DOPO dimers, respec-
tively.

We readily see thatDO or DOPO dimers belonging to dif-
ferent chains, and even to the same chain, are inequiva
Concerning theDO dimers, their V2O2 cores are nearly pla
nar ~see caption, Table II!, and the changes in the bon
angles are less than 2°. Actually, the most important va
tions in the selected angles are observed within theDOPO

B

dimers set. One can expect that eight exchange param
are needed to describe the exchange interaction in the
chains.

Given the local character of the exchange interaction,
calculations were performed on molecular fragments m
of each dimer’s vanadyl VO groups and the PO4

32 tetrahe-
dra in their closest vicinity. The oxygen valence in PO4

32

ly

m-

m-

me
is
-

FIG. 2. ~a! The dimersDO
A$1,2% andDOPO

A$1,2% (DO
B$1,2% andDOPO

B$1,2%)
define the dimer chainA (B). The symbol V1 (V2) identifies the
vanadyl groups pointing at the1a (2a) direction.~b! Diagrams of
the exchange pathways inDO ~left! andDOPO ~right! dimers.~c! DO

~left! andDOPO~right! type fragments used for our calculations. Th
peripheral H atoms are not shown.

TABLE II. V-V distances (Å) and selected bond angles (
characterizing the exchange pathways of theDO dimers. Their
V2O2 cores are nearly planar, the dihedral angles being 0.8°, 0
0.8°, and 1.4° forDO

A1 , DO
A2 , DO

B1 andDO
B2 , respectively.

d(V-V) V 1-O1-V2 V1-O2-V2

DO
A1 3.23 102.6 102.3

DO
A2 3.23 102.1 102.4

DO
B1 3.21 100.9 102.6

DO
B2 3.21 101.2 101.8
9-2
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TABLE III. V-V distances (Å) and selected bond angles (°) characterizing the exchange pathways
DOPO dimers.

d(V-V) O1-P1-O2 O3-P2-O4 V1-O1-P1 P1-O2-V2 V1-O3-P2 P2-O4-V2

DOPO
A1 5.14 116.4 115.1 154.9 142.8 156.4 132.8

DOPO
A2 5.14 115.9 115.0 157.7 145.1 155.8 130.9

DOPO
B1 5.16 116.3 113.8 149.8 154.4 136.4 139.5

DOPO
B2 5.16 113.0 115.3 147.5 150.9 139.6 140.9
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groups was saturated with protons.DO andDOPO type frag-
ments are shown in Fig. 2~c!. It must be stressed here that th
relative positions of the V, P, and O atoms within each fra
ment remain the same as in the crystal. This allows us
entirely preserve the local environment of the magnetic
sites and the one of the O and P atoms involved in the
perexchange paths. Keeping in mind thed1 electronic con-
figuration of V41, two low-lying singlet and triplet electronic
states can be expected for each dimer. Following the nota
used in Eq.~1!, the exchange parameterJ of a dimer is given
by its singlet-triplet excitation energyJ5ET2ES . It has
been estimated by means of a combined DFT brok
symmetry ~BS! approach for which it reads:21 J5ET
2EBS, where EBS is the energy of the calculated singl
determinant BS state which is taken as an estimate of
singlet state. Actually, in the BS method originally deve
oped by Noodleman and Norman,22 spin contamination by
the triplet state is taken into account, and the coupling
rameter reads after spin projection:J52(ET2EBS). How-
ever, the use of spin projection methods in DFT remain
delicate issue as it can lead to an overcorrection.23 By taking
the BS state as a raw estimate of the real singlet state, w
not take into account contamination arising from the trip
state. Despite the apparent alogism of such a choice,24 Ruiz
et al.,19–21 have shown that the nonspin-projected equat
J5ET2EBS leads to a better agreement with the experim
tal data than the spin projected equation does. Concer
the use of BS methods, one can refer to recent methodo
cal works21,23–25for an overview of the current state of th
art.

Four calculations I-IV were done using theADF

package.26–28 We used for I-III the density functional con
sisting of the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair local density approxim
tion ~LDA ! functional,29 the Becke generalized gradient a
proximation ~GGA! exchange correction,30 and the Perdew
GGA correlation correction.31 For IV, the pure-exchange
LDA functional with GGA corrections made of the Beck
exchange30 and the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation32 parts. Slater-
type basis sets were used. I is characterized by doubz
basis sets extended with a polarization function for O and
and for V, by a double-z basis set and a triple-z basis set for
the 3d shell. II-IV are characterized by triple-z basis sets for
O, P, and V, plus a polarization function for P and O. T
mesh used for the evaluation of electron repulsion integ
is finer in the III case than in the others~accint 5.0 vs 4.0,
with reference to the ADF program manual!. In all calcula-
tions, we employed for H a double-z basis set, and the cor
shells were frozen up to the 1s level for O and up to the 2p
level for P and V.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The calculatedJ values are given in Table IV. We hav
also calculated the exchange parameters in thea direction,
i.e., the ladder direction. Despite the relatively short V
distances, exchange through O bridges is quite small~a few
Kelvins!. We stress the fact, that although the coupling alo
the ladder direction appears negligible in comparison of
one along the chain direction~this work and also Ref. 9!,
interchain coupling may not be neglected. Indeed, rec
studies performed on (VO)2P2O7~Ref. 10! and spin-Peierls
systems33 indicated that the two-dimensional character
sulting from very weak interchain coupling is likely to play
significant role in the understanding of the properties of th
systems. Their positive values indicate that the dimer cha
are antiferromagnetic.

One observes that for the best quality triple-z basis sets
~calculations II-IV! the results are not very sensitive to eith
the exchange-correlation functionals used or the numer
accuracy employed for evaluating the repulsions integr
One also notes that the calculated values remain about t
the experimental values given in Table I. It is well know
that the LDA approach can lead to an overestimation of
relative stabilization of the singlet state in comparison w
the triplet state and that this stabilization can be more or
compensated according to the GGA corrections used.24 How-
ever, we believe the calculated parameters correctly refl
the magnetostructural correlations for the different excha
interactions in both chains. Indeed the differences betw
the calculatedJO or JOPO parameters are independent of t
approach we used. So, the following general conclusions
be drawn up.

~1! For both chains, despite the shortest V-V distances
DO dimers, we find the inequality

JO,JOPO, ~2!

is fulfilled. This result is in agreement with the experimen
one obtained by the INS study of VODPO4•

1
2 D2O, a precur-

sor of VPO with an alternatingDO-DOPO chain.8 It is also in
agreement with the values reported in Table I for bo

TABLE IV. Evaluated exchange parameters~in K!.

JO
A1 JO

A2 JO
B1 JO

B2 JOPO
A1 JOPO

A2 JOPO
B1 JOPO

B2

I 224 224 259 273 272 280 324 349
II 217 217 252 265 250 257 302 324
III 217 217 252 265 248 257 301 324
IV 212 212 245 257 257 263 308 331
9-3
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chains. By using the average values of theJO andJOPO pa-
rameters for a given chain (@JO

X11JO
X2#/2 and @JOPO

X1

1JOPO
X2 #/2 with X5A or B), we obtain that theJO/JOPOratio

for calculations II-IV is in the range 0.78;0.82 for chainA
and 0.81;0.85 for chainB. These ranges are in relative
good agreement with the values of 0.69 and 0.85 that ca
deduced from the experimental values of Table I. As in
experimental work,12 we find a smaller alternation value fo
chainA. However, in our case, the most importantJOPO val-
ues are obtained for chainB.

~2! Comparing the exchange parameters in the two ch
for similar bridges, we note that there is no unambiguo
correlation between the parameter value and the V-V
tance. If forDO pathway, the longest V-V distances~chain
A) correspond to smallestJO exchange parameters, fo
DOPO, the most importantJOPO exchange parameters a
found for chainB with V-V distances 0.02 Å longer than in
chain A. Clearly, other structural details such as angu
variations also influence the values of the exchange par
eters. Considering the V2O2 core ofDO dimers belonging to
the two chains, the changes in the V-V distances, bond,
dihedral angles are relatively weak~Table II! to explain the
difference of about 20% betweenJO

A and JO
B parameters.

Thus, one would have to consider the shifts of the P ato
bounded to the bridging oxygens out of the median V2O2
plane. Indeed it has been shown for hydroxo and alko
bridged Cu~II ! dimers that the out-of-plane shift of the ato
bounded to the bridging oxygen plays a fundamental role
the magnetic coupling.19 For the studied system, all out-o
plane shifts of the bound P atoms differ significantly as
O-O-P angles made by the bridging O atoms and the con
ered P atoms vary between 174° –178° in chainA and be-
tween 163° –165° in chain B. For theDOPO dimers, further
studies are required to determine the relevant structural
rameters influencing the O-P-O pathway.

~3! In the monoclinic phase of VPO, the elementary c
contains eight V atoms with four atoms belonging to ea
chain,A andB. As a result, each chain contains two dime
of DO type and two dimers ofDOPO type. Our results show
that within chainA, the structural differences between th
DO dimers do not lead to noticeable differences between
JO parameters and the variations of theJOPO parameters are
quite small. Conversely, the variations of the exchange
rameters are quite important within chainB, especially for
the DOPO dimers. For the moment, it is difficult to attribut
the variation in one-type exchange parameters to a g
structural feature. As in~2!, the nearest surrounding not on
of V centers but also of all bridging atoms can influence
indirect exchange interactions. The important thing is t
the difference inJOPO parameters is of the same order as
difference betweenJOPO and JO. These important result
question the description of (VO)2P2O7magnetic structure in
terms of simple alternating antiferromagnetic chain. It a
pears that at least one chain, chain B, might be character
not by two, but by three or even four parameters.

Can an antiferromagnetic chain described by more t
two exchange parameters result in a two spin-gap spectr
Unfortunately, to our knowledge there is no data in the
17443
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erature on three or four parameters magnetic chains. I
itively, one can expect that two gaps may originate from
unpairing of neighboring spins linked by interactions of d
ferent strength. In order to address the spin gap issue,
consider a simpler spin model characterized by three c
pling parametersJO, JOPO

1 , andJOPO
2 . We thus constrain the

parametersJO
$1,2% to be equal. We used a finite cluster ma

of 12 S51/2 magnetic sites with periodic conditions. It wa
shown earlier that clusters of this size give a quite satisf
tory description of the linear alternating antiferromagnet.4,34

We successfully used such a cluster for the analysis of V
31P NMR data.17 Of course, the results of numerical calc
lations for small finite systems cannot be transfered au
matically to infinite systems. However, one can hope to ge
preliminary insight in three-parameter alternating antifer
magnetic chain. The spin Hamiltonian has been diagonali
within the S50,1 subspaces for different values ofa
5JO/JOPO

1 andb5JOPO
2 /JOPO

1 .
The two-gap energy spectrum of infinite system must

reflected in our approach by two lowest excited triplet~T!
states following the ground singlet~S! level. We find in our
calculations that the lowest levels of three-parameter al
nating antiferromagnetic chain correspond toS-T-T or
S-T-S successions. The phase diagram of these two po
bilities in thea-b space is presented in Fig. 3.

As it follows from our results, in order to get two low
lying S-T gaps in one chain, we need at least one ofa andb
parameters to be rather different from one. However, ouJ
calculations suggest that botha andb should be close to 1
Thus, the existence of two gaps generated by one chain
be excluded.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the first, to our knowled
quantum chemical calculations of exchange interactions
(VO)2P2O7. The values of exchange parameters depend
only on the nature of bridging atoms and V-V distances,
also on critical structural details, such as bond angles c

FIG. 3. Dependence of the nature of the lowest excited state
a andb parameters.
9-4
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acterizing the exchange pathways. The transfer of excha
parameters between different phases of vanadi
phosphorus oxides must be done with great care by ta
into account their high sensibility to fine structural detai
Our results show that the description of (VO)2P2O7 mag-
netic structure in terms of two-parameter alternating dim
chains has serious limitations. At least, one of the cha
must be described not by two but by three parameters.
17443
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ther theoretical studies are needed to provide more accu
information on the excitation spectrum of such complica
magnetic system.
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